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impact of flint, brilliance, sudden disruptive
discharge--they’re all still there, "visibly alight
in ashes"; the flaws in the gem are there too.
But it’s the "luminous effect" that one
remembers.

Oxford Without Tears
Oxford. By J~,~r.s MoRRxs. Faber, 4:~s.

J A M ~. s M o R R X S’ OxJord is good at all those
matters that have nothing to do with mind:

gossipy anecdotes; portraits of Oxford "char-
acters"; vignettes from the city and the univer-
sity; water-colours. The only thing that is taxing
about it is its sweet determination never to tax
anybody. On every page there is so,me little
pointless fact of the kind that children s comics
trail along the top of their pages. "Old Dr.
Routh had a dog named Romulus which had
been brought,,u,p, by a cat, and washed its face
with its paws. Movable stage-scenery was used
for the first time in England during a per-
formance at Christ Church in x583." And so,
with equable remorselessness, on. Nothing is
ever done with any such fact or picture except
to alchemise it into candy-floss. There are good
photographs, and there are neat quips at which
an Oxonian is expected to writhe with a pleasur-
able flush: "Oh, ~,ou have us there, sir.’ .... Ever
since the Scientific Renaissance in the x7th cen-
tury,’ says an announcement in the Museum
of the History of Science, ’Oxford has been re-
nowned for its Dodos.’"

It covers a great deal of ground, or skims and
scours it. The vocabulary is specious, uncaring,
and repetitive; "fructify" and "testy" and "en-
dearing" are called on to do more work than
lazy words can manage, even when they are
helped by a sterner modernity: "edgy" and
"confrontations." (An American professor has
recently suggested that we might look upon
"confrontation" as a euphemism for copulation
--almost the only way of making its pompous
ubiquity tolerable.) Mr. Morris, who does not
embarrass himself easily, goes in four times for
that hoariest of false-beards: "I like to think."

Looped over the high iron railings outside you
may still see an old rosary, whose provenance
nobody seems to know, but which I like to think
was placed there by an Irish student nurse, or
perhaps a nun, in gratitude for mercies granted
by His Lordship to her hot-blooded lover.

For "I like to think," read "I have managed to
drub myself into concocting." All very readable

and skilful, though the professionalism does not
extend to impeccable accuracy and does tend to
proffer the twice-told tale. On one page, the
sycamore in the High Street is "one of the most
important trees in Europe," on another it is
"one of the most important trees in the world."
Occasionally the bright-eyed speed is not quite
apt, as when Oxfam is introduced as "the
newest and raciest of Oxford’s spiritual brother-
hoods." The fatigued tastelessness suggests a
misguided modernising cleric.

It is sure to be a best-seller, and precisdy be-
cause it so slavishly fulfils the expectations--and
nothing more. Hardly for a moment does it
transcend the limitations of this predictable
genre, the whimsical chattering travel-book.
Donnish, one would once have said. Edible
snails in Wychwood Forest? "Nary a helix
pomatia slobbers through the greeneries of
Oxford, herself." The only occasions when Mr.
Morris slobberings through the greeneries really
stick in my throat are when he comes up against
something serious for once. As in the diminu-
tive anecdote about the prisoner who from his
cell could see the orrery high inside Nuffield
Tower: "The kind-hearted Warden asked if
the convict might not be allowed across the road
to see the orrery more closely. Permission was
refused, however, for the prisoner had a weak-
ness for instruments of a blunter kind." Mr.
Morris thinks that Oxford is "smug."

On two subjects he writes like a man who is
thinking and caring. The first is Lor, d Nuffleld,
who strops the style into sharpness: ’the,,d,u,!lest
and the saddest of the Oxford characters, ’ this
infelicitous millionaire--who died without an
heir, without a religion and with few friends."
The other is the First World War and its im-
portance to Oxford. Apart from these, Mr.
Morris never rises much above affectionately
"testy" , garrulity about this "piebald prodigy."
Oxford s wish to be thought of as sweetly, mad-
deningly, eccentric is altogether pandered to. It
could have done with some of the asperity of
Angus Wilson’s Crazy Crowd. The praise of
dappled things and pied beauty turns out to have
as its climax, not "Praise him," but "Praise us."

The portrait of the ci,~ is a great deal better,
simply because it doesnt lend itself to charades
and footling. But whenever a subject has to be
mentioned on which people might feel strongly,
might have principles, might actually be
offended--then Mr. Morris hides away in bluff
neutrality. Until i95° Oxford graduates used to
have the right to elect two M.P.s, but "the
graduate vote was abolished by the Labour
Government of x945, which thought it smacked
of privilege." They didn’t think it, they knew
it, and the only question is whether or not
Oxford graduates ought to have such a privi-
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lege, not whether it does constitute a privilege
to have two votes in a country where everybody
else has one. Mr. Morris has no style available that
could deal with anything that matters, though
he dutifully and ludicrously goes through the
motions. "Squalid episodes, every one: and
there is squalor still in Oxford, Heaven knows."
Heaven may, but the style doesn’t.

RE v x E w E ~ s are always being reproved for
speaking as if their author ought to have

produced a different kind of book. But it might
have been.h°ped. that Mr. Morris was up to the
task of writing an account of Oxford--past and
present, city and university--that satisfied the
wish for chocolates and the wish for real food.
His book would not have had to succumb
utterly to cerebral aridity if it had taken genuine
notice of those things in Oxford which are im-
portant and interesting to think about. He has
some characteristically.sh°wy and. slovenly
allusions to other institutlons--"qulck as a flash
to Harvard and the Huntingdon": so quick as
a flash as not to leave time for spelling it right.
But there is no real comparison with ~ther uni-
versities, just as only a few pages are given to
the teaching which s,o, me peopl,e~ink quite im-
portant at Oxford. ( Learning gets a chapter,
but that is mainly from the dons end because
that allows chit-chat about "characters.") Noth-
ing much about what distinguishes Oxford, for
good or ill--such as that an undergraduate is
not examined on a subiect only by the man who
has taught it to him. Nothing about the segrega-
tion of sexes by colleges. And not more thafi a
passing mention of the huge differences ia
wealth between the colleges. Mr. Morris is
vaguely, and therefore, inoffensively, liberal’, the
,p, roportion of pubhc-school under~,aduates is
’ still much higher than it should be. But since
this remark occurs in a context of never think-
ing about anything, it is a rubber knife. I sup-
pose that the whole confection will be thought
to be delightfully in the Oxford manner, which
is the last twist of the rubber knife.

Christopher Ricks

That Total Situation
Under Pressure: the Writer i~ Society:
Eastern Europe and the U.S.A. Edited by A.

Ar.vA~uz. Pelican, 3s. 6d.

Wr~ts was a radio programme, and now
it’s a book. But it isn’t a book, it’s a night-

mare New York intellectuals’ cocktail party,
with everybody playing Henry Adams--dooml
doom I doom 1 The individually recorded tapes

Writers
have been edited and the pieces spliced to make
the thing sound like a group conversation on
the theme, especially obsessive to the visiting
Englishman, of Am~ica the intellectuals’ mon-
ster land. Radio hash t been so frightening since
Orson Welles made us believe the Martians
were descending on New Jersey.

America is often enough a frightening
country, a violent country, and more than eith~
it is an unimaginably self-satisfied country, for
here it is the common dream, not the God of
the philosophers, that has been made flesh. But
literary intellectuals are usually too assertive in
conversation to be the most reliable guides to
this society. And when the individual voices are
edited--as- they always are on radio and tele-
vision, and Mr. Alvarez brings acuteness and
sombre emotions to this technique~to make
the thing sound like the American 31ite’s last
word on their monster land, then I can only say,
knowing these voices, that the panic is more in
Mr. Alvarez than it is in his assembled cast of
characters.

Why, given the power of selection and mani-
pulation that is behind any voice on radio and
image on television, should I grant more dis-
interestedness to intellectuals in mass communi-
cations than I do to contemporary poets and
novelists who believe that all reality is in the
mind of the beholder? When an American high-
brow serves on a discussion programme and
thus surrenders the fine edge of his opinions to
the smiling salesmen and other Richard-Nixon-
types who mastermind such programmes, he
knows that his thoughts on Oedipus and Joe
Christmas couldn’t mean less to these adjustable
faces and professionally sane voices; he will be
complimented not for the truth of his observa-
tions but because he talked and talked, some-
times recklessly, and so gave the show "pace."
Mr. Alvarez is in another class and he is not
in the same business, but he combines quick,
sensitive, jittery reactions with a critic’s love
of intellectual pattern and social Tendenz~so
America comes out all super highways and im-
personal jet planes driving us to the usual cheer-
less awareness of the Lines of Force that im-
prison The Human Condition in The Age of
Totalitarianism.

Purr~r~o ~ooErr~ Norman Mailer, James
Baldwin, Robert Lowell, Elizabeth Hardwick,
Lionel Trilling, Saul Bellow, Murray Kempton,
Richard Blackmur, Richard Hofstadter, Nor-
man Podhoretz, Arthur M. Schiesinger Jr.,
Philip Rahv, etc., is impossible as well as un-
desirable. But one is struck by the fact that Mr.
Alvarez has conceived of their group conversa-
tion, that he has in a sense written it by the
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